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Executive Summary

In August of 2006, Glenn D. Simpson, Supervisory Exhibit Specialist from the
National Park Service’s Division of Facilities Management, Historic Preservation
Projects program (FM- HPP) was contacted by Steve Burns of the National Park’s
National Trails System (NP- NTS) to provide technical expertise for a planned
building stabilization workshop to be carried out on the James Brown House located
in Ooltewah, Tennessee. The workshop, a joint effort between the NP- NTS, the
Tennessee Preservation Trust, the Heritage Conservation Network and the owners of
the James Brown House, was set up under the “Challenge Cost- Share Program” in
order to halt the ongoing deterioration processes which had resulted in the potential
imminent collapse of this historic structure.
In September of 2006 Senior Exhibit Specialist Simpson flew to Tennessee and met
with Mrs. Jonathan Smith, owner of the James Brown House, and her son Mr. Scott
Smith to assess the condition of the structure and develop a cost estimate to provide
technical assistance for the workshop. Subsequently, John A. Scott, an Exhibit
Specialist for FM- HPP, was assigned project management responsibilities for the
workshop, which ran from October 30 to November 10,2006.
Thus, the project team for EM- HPP consisted of the following individuals:
Glenn Simpson, Supervisory Exhibit Specialist
John A. Scott, Project Manager / Exhibit Specialist

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The following report describes in detail the methodology utilized in the stabilization
of the James Brown House and gives recommendations pertaining to the immediate
preservation of the structure. Treatment has been guided by The Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelinesfor
Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings (1995), and
NPS- 28. National Park Service Cultural Resource Guideline, Release No. 5 (1997).
The Historic Preservation Projects program is located in Santa Ec, New Mexico, and
is part of the Division of Facilities Management of the National Park Service’s
Intermountain Regional Office. Historic Preservation Projects has on staff architects,
carpenters, exhibit specialists, and masons who work in partnership with parks, other
agencies, partners, and contractors, to help preserve the important buildings and
structures located throughout the United States. Questions regarding this document
or other projects may be directed to:
Glenn D. Simpson, Program Manager
Historic Preservation Projects
Division of Facilities Management
P.O. Box 728
Santa Fc, NM 87504
(505) 988- 6794
(505) 986- 5203 Fax
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Project Narrative

The stabilization workshop held at the James Brown House, located in Ooltewah
Tennessee, took place over a two week period from October 30 to November 10,
2006. While a previous stabilization effort had been undertaken in c.2004, the house
over the past two years had continued to deteriorate at an alarming rate according to
homeowner Mrs. Jonathan Smith and her son Mr Scott Smith
The stabilization effort undertaken in 2004 had primarily focused on stabilizing the
front porch of the structure, enclosing the west wall of the brick structure which had
partially collapsed, making localized repairs to the roof, and bracing the walls and
chimneys of the structure where necessary. While the 2004 stabilization effort was
successful in preventing an immediate collapse of the structure, ongoing leaks from
the roof, continued termite activity, and the instability of the walls and foundation of
the structure have continued to contribute to the building’s demise.
Due to the limited time of the stabilization workshop, and an unknown number of
volunteers to carry out the work, the decision was made to run the workshop in a
triage manner to accomplish the most critical aspects of the stabilization effort in the
time alottcd. After an initial inspection of the structure it was determined that the
roof of the structure must be addressed first and foremost as it was permitting water
to flow directly into the building and in places was structurally inadequate and on the
verge of collapse. The previous stabilization effort pertaining to the front porch, the
collapsed rear wall and the bracing of the structures exterior walls was determined to
be holding up well, and thus no alterations to that work was undertaken. It was also
determined that goals of the workshop would be to construct vented plywood
protective panels for the windows and rear entry of the building; stabilize failed roof
and ceiling framing members from within the structure; and remove accumulated
debris from within the structure to allow for a better termite treatment of the building
to be undertaken after the workshop was completed.
Prior to the stabilization workshop scaffolding was erected at the north and cast
elevations of the structure by Safway Services Inc. (Nashville, TN), as fall protection
for the roof work to be carried out by the volunteers. The electrical lines to the house
were also removed to prevent any accidental electicutions as the wires crossed just
above the scaffolding at the southeast corner of the building. Asbestos testing of the
roofing materials and the linoleum floor in the kitchen were also undertaken by
S&ME Inc. (Hixson, TN), with the results indicating that no asbestos was present in
any of the materials. Lastly, tools and materials for the workshop were procured at
the Cleveland, TN. Lowes home improvement store utilizing a purchasing account
set up by the Tennessee Preservation Trust.
Following a review of safety procedures for the workshop with the volunteers, roof
work proccded on the north side of the structure removing two earlier layers of 3- tab
roof shingles from a modern plywood sheathing deck installed over the original
board sheathing. Examination of the deck revealed that rot and deterioration of the
roof elements was most prevalent at the edges of the caves and the rakes, and in the
valley areas of the roof. On the south side of the ell roof however, deterioration of
the roofing members at the west side of the ell had extended to the original sheathing
boards and the pole rafters of the original open porch area. As a result, two of the
rafters in this area, which had completely rotted through, were removed along with
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the roof sheathing boards. The end rafter and the first stable pole rafter were
retained and reinforced with sistered 2x4 materials matching the intermediate rafters
that were replaced. Along the caves, rakes and in the valley areas of the roof structure
the plywood sheathing, where rotted out, was cut back to sound material and
replaced with new plywood. The cause of the rot at the eaves and rake of the roof

was caused as a result of the earlier plywood sheathing having been butted to the
building’s facia and rake boards. As a result of this it was decided to extend the new
replacement plywood sheathing materials over the rake and facia boards by two
inches and install metal edge flashing prior to rcroofing the deck with 15# felt and 90#
rolled roofing. In the valleys of the roof early tin flashing was found and left in place
beneath the new plywood patches and new 20” wide metal pan flashing was installed
over the new plywood decking.
Stripping of the roof and plywood repairs proccdcd to the front of the building above
the last structurally sound layer of roll roofing installed as part of the 2004
stabilization of the front porch, and to the rear side (west) of the main roof where
damage to the rafters and decking in was most extensive. In order to stabilize the rear
roof of the main house, 4x4 posts and a girders in the valley area of the roof had to be
installed from within the building to lift replacement rafters which had come loose
back into place. In other areas of the roof the existing plywood sheating had come
loose lifting and tearing the overlying roofing materials. In order to prevent this from
occuring and damaging the new roll roofing material, all existing and new plywood
sheathing was renailed using 3’ ring- shank nails.
Because of the extensive repairs required to be made to the underlayment and
structural framing members of the roof, at t he beginning of the second week of the
workshop the homeowner was informed that to complete the installation of the roll
roofing by the end of the workshop, such repairs would have to be completed by that
Wednesday at the very latest. Had the decision been made to complete the structural
repairs to the roof so that the all of the roll roofing could be installed by the end of
the week, it is unlikely that the roofing would have remained intact on the rear roof of
the house for more than a couple of years. Instead, in consultation with the
homeowner, it was decided to continued the neccesary work on the roof decking
through the end of the workshop and begin roofing those sections of the roof that
could be done given the number of volunteers available. Work on the roof not
completed by the end of the workshop would then be completed by the homeowner
the following week utilizing local assistance. With the neccessarv structural repairs to
the roof carried out through the end of the workshop, and the balance of the roll
roofing installed the following week by the homeowner, it is anticipated that the
existing roof should have a 7-10 year life span.
Once the roofwork was completed, a chimney cap constructed for the existing south
chimney during the work shop was fastened to the building, which not only served to
reduce deterioration of the chimney from weathering processes, but also served to
stabilize the upper section of the free- standing chimney until repointing of the
element can be carried out. At the same time, the existing antenna mounted to the
chimney was also removed to relieve strain upon the clement. As time and the
number of volunteers available did not permit for masonry repairs to the structure, it
is strongly recommended that those areas of the structure in need of repointing be
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carried out in the very near future in an effort to somewhat stabilize the walls of the
building which are still in danger of localized collapse as a result of the displaced
foundations and the weakened wall surfaces resulting from previous water intrusion
into the building.
It should be noted here that the north gable- end wall at the attic level of the house
where the original north chimney was located has already collapsed and is currently
in- filled with a 2x4 framed wall covered with plywood sheathing and roofing paper.
As a result of this, the brick gable end wall at the south side of the structure could not
be cabled to the opposite gable to prevent it from collapsing. However, the existing
bracing combined with repointing of the masonry materials in this area of the
structure should allow it to remain intact over the short term. Repointing of the
masonry materials for stabilization puposes should be carried out with a weak mortar
mix consisting of 1- part white portland cement, 2- parts lime, and 8-10 parts clean
fine sand.
During the rain periods of the io- day workshop, which consisted of 2-1/2 days,
stabilizitation of the interior portions of the house were undertaken including the
bracing of a broken ceiling beam in the dining room of the house (room 103) and the
stabilization of roof members from within the hall and bathroom of the building. In
addition to this a ramp was constructed from the front entry of the house to the rear
rooms to permit the safe removal of accumulated debris from the back rooms of the
house including the collapsed floor of room 105 and a portion of the floor from room
106. The remaining floors of the house, including most of the bathroom floor, the
hall floor and the floor in room 101 were left in place, even though the floors in these
three rooms had partially collapsed, due to the number of volunteers available for the
project. The floors in room 102,103 and 104 are currently in poor but stable condition
and required no immediate attention.
The final component of the stabilization workshop was the construction of painted
14” thick vented plywood panels to be installed over the structures windows and back
entrance once the scaffolding is removed. The purpose of these panels is to both
protect the historic windows of the structure and reduce the chance of vandalism
occuring to the building, while in its unoccupied state.
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Photographic Narrative

Facade of theJames Broum
House prior to the initial
stabilization of the structure
carried out c.2004.

Rear (west) elevation of the
James Brown House prior to
the initial c.2004
stabilization.
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East elevation oftheJames
Brown Housefollowing the
initial stabilization of the
structure c.2004. Note the
roll roofing covers only the
front porch of the house and
the south side of the main
roof.

North elevation of theJanies
Brown Housefollowing the
initial stabilization of the
structure c.2004
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West elevation of the James
Brown House showing the
rear ellfollowing the initial
stabilization of the structure
c.2004.

West elevation of the Janies
Brown Housefollowing the
initial stabilization of the
structure c.2004.
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South elevation of theJanies
Brown House following the
initial stabilization of the
structure c.2004.

Erection of the scaffolding by
workshop volunteers Don
Houvener. Guy Beaty and
David Knisley at the west
side of theJanies Brown
House, Oct. jo, 2006.
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Volunteers Don Hottvener.
Barbara Blakenship and
David Knisley removal the
two layers ofasphalt shingles
from modern plywood
sheathing at north side of ell
roof.

Initial removal of
deteriorated plywood
sheathing at eaves and rake
of ell.
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Detail of valley at roof
juncture on north side of the
Janies Brown House showing
early metal pan /lashing
beneath modern plywood
sheathing.
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Workshop volunteers Guy
Beaty and Don Houvener
make repairs to plywood
sheathing at north side of ell.

Repairs to sheathing at eave
and rake on north side of ell
prior to reproofing with 90 tt
roll roofing and /$#felt.
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Original board sheathing at
valley juncture of roof of
Janies Brown House after
removal of deteriorated
modern plywood sheathing
and two layers of asphalt
shingles. Note early metal
roofflashing left in place and
covered over with
replacement
plywood
material.

Detail of original board
sheathing over ell portion of
theJames Brown House.
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Removal of the asphalt roof
from the south side ofthe ell
roof by workshop
volunteers. Photograph
courtesy ofworkshop
volunteer Guy Beaty.

Detail of the southwest
corner of the ell roof showing
extensive deterioration of
both the plywood sheathing
and the underlying original
materials.
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Detail of the original
sheathing pole rafters at
southwest corner of ell roof.

2'J detail of the southwest
corner of the ell roof. Note
the two pule rafters closest to
the rake of the roof do not
extend to the supporting
walls due to their extensive
deterioration from rot and
termite damage. Likewise,
the original sheathing boards
in this area of the roof were
deteriorated beyond any
means of repair or
stabilization.
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Workshop participants
under guidance ofNPS
Project Manager and
Technical AdvisorJohn Scott
remove the two detached
pole rafters and the
sheathing boards from the
southwest corner of the ell
roof. Photograph courtesy
of workshop volunteer Guy
Beaty.

Detail of the southwest
corner of the ell roof where
the two pole rafters closest to
the rake of the roof were
removed.
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Workshop volunteer
carpenter Richard Bond
attaches replacement rafters
to remaining materials in
southwest corner of ell.
Photograph courtesy of
workshop volunteer Guy
Beaty.
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Replacement ra fters and two
new sheathing boards
installed at the southwest
corner of the ell roof.

Detail of extensive termite
damage and rot found at the
eaves on the south side of the
ell roof.
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Detail of extensive damage
to roofat backside of the
house previously covered
over during the c.2004
stabilization work.

Volunteers installing edge
flashing at eave of ell roof
after repairs to deteriorated
sections of roofsheathing
and underlying materials.
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Volunteer carpenter Richard
Bond make repairs to the
rafters from within the house
prior to repairing sheathing
in the lower valley area of
the roofat the west side of
the James Brown House.
Note 4x4 posts and 2x6
brace( inforeground of
photograph) installed
beneath 2x6 rafters which
had become dislodged and
where lifting up roof
sheathing at the back of the
house.

Volunteers Barbara
Blakenship and Richard
Bond make repairs to the
plywood sheathing at the
west side of the James Brown
House following the
stabilization of the rafters in
this area of the roof.
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Volunteers strip roof at the
east side of the James Brown
House above the lower rows
of the previously installed
roll roofing.

Volunteer Don Houvener
makes repairs to the
plyurood sheathing at the
east side of the James Brown
House.
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Volunteer David Knisley
installs new /$# roofingfelt
over previously installed roll
roofing at the east side of the
James Brown House.

Volunteer Scott Smith
installs new 90# roll roofing
over 15# felt and new valley
flashing at the north side of
theJames Brown House ell.
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Volunteers Guy Healy and
Scott Smith construct
plywood panels that will be
installed over the windows of
theJames Brown House in
order to secure and protect
the historicfabric of the
structure.

Tennessee Preservation
Trust Chairman Jeff Boehm
installs vents in plywood
panels that will be installed
over the windows of the
James Brown House.
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Center hall of theJanies
Brown House showing
collapsed floors of the hall
and bathroom at the west
end of the hall.
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Plywood ramp constructed
in center hall of theJanies
Brown House to allow for
removal of debrisfrom the
rear rooms of the house.

Collapsedfloor in room to$
of theJames Brown House.
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Original rear porch floor
beneath removed modern
hardwoodfloor in room io<;
of the James Brown House.

Stabilized original rear
porch floorjoists and girder
located in room tos of the
James Brown House to allow
forfuture architectural
investigation of the structure.
It should be noted that an
archeological investigation
of the space should also be
undertaken in thefuture.
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Southeast corner of room 103
where ceiling beam has
broken at bearing wall of ell
and caused ceiling to collapse
in this area of the room. ,*U a
result of water intrusion into
this area of theJames Brown
House thefloor beneath this
area of the room has also
deteriorated to the point of
collapse.
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Southeast corner of room toy
where water intrusion into
this area of the James Brown
House has deteriorated the
floor to the point of collapse,
'¡'his photograph shows the
originalfloor hoards of the
room beneath the removed
modern hardwood flooring.

Southeast corner of room 103
showing removed broken log
joist in foreground of
photograph. Note the wet
condition of the joist as well
as the joist still intact along
thefoundation of the south
wall of the room.
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Crawl space beneath room
103 showing hewn logs sitting
on grade, which maybe
remnantsfrom earlier log
structure located on the site.
Note also that unlike the
partial log joist removed
from the southwest corner of
the room, the intact joists are
constructedfrom
dimensional lumber,
suggesting the reuse of earlier
materials in the construction
of the existing house.

Detail of crawl space
beneath room 103 showing
hewn logs sitting on grade,
which may be remnants
from earlier log structure
located on the site.
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Temporary support wall
constructed to carry the load
from the broken ceiling beam
down to grade. No attempt
was made to lift the beam
back into position as this no
doubt would have
transferred undue stresses to
other members of the house.
Instead by stabilizing the
detached beam, the
mechanisms of deterioration
in this area of the structure
can be morefully assessed
and a comprehensive repair
of thefailed elements can be
undertaken whenfunding
permits.
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Volunteers Don Houtmur
and Richard Bond jack a
displaced rafter back into
position prior to stabilizing
the beam. Here the rafter
had to be put back into
position to allow the above
roofsheathing to once again
have a solid structuralframe
on which to rest.
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Once lifted back into
position, the temporary
rafter was braced with a 4x4
cross beam as shown in this
photograph. Note the extent
of the deterioration to the
original log rafter that once
supported the rear porch of
the house.

Existing log roofframing
found at the south side of the
mam roofof the James
Brown House.
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Detail of the north gable end
wall of the James Brown
House showing original
hewn log ceiling beams
beyond which can be seen the
modern framedgable wall at
the attic level of the house,
which replaced the original
masonry wall that had
previously collapsed.

Detail of south chimney
showing decorative corbelled
cap. While the overall
condition of the chimney is in
fair condition, the bricks at
the cap are loose and require
partial reconstruction and
complete repointing.
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Upper section ofsouth
chimney of theJanies Broum
House showing decorative
corbelled cap. While the
chimney is plumb and level
cracks andgaps in the brick
surfaces should be repointed
as soon as possible to prevent
further deterioration of this
important architectural
element.
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Temporary wood chimney
cap constructed by workshop
volunteer Bob Hatcher to
prevent further
deterioration of the brick
element. Cap will later be
secured to roof of house after
roll roofing is installed
providing additional
stability to upper portion of
chimney until cap can be
reconstructed and chimney
repointed.
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Detail of temporary wood
chimney cap which sits down
partially within theflue of
the chimney.

Detail ofgable wall east of
south chimney in need of
repointing to temporarily
keep water and insects from
entering the structure.
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Detail ofgable wall west of
south chimney in need of
repointing to temporarily
keep water and insects from
entering the structure. Note
the change in the brick from
those used on the original
exterior wall of the house
(right) and those used in the
in- filled section of a
presumed open rear porch
(left). The diagonal cracks in
this location of the wall are
the result of the added weight
upon the porch foundation
which in turn is pulling the
foundation of the main
house downwards and
outwards causing the
separation of the original
brick wall. Photo courtesy of
workshop volunteer Guy
Beaty.
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—

Detail of structural crack in
southwest corner of room tot
as a result of the added
weight upon the rear porch
foundation, which was
enclosed with brick walls
c.U)4OThe added weight
of the brick on the porch
foundation has likely caused
thefoundation to settle,
which in turn has caused the
foundation under the main
house where the walls meet
to settle. /I structural
engineer should be consulted
before proceeding with any
restoration work to be
carried out on the house.
Photo courtesy of workshop
volunteer Guy Beaty.

t
*
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POST STABILIZATION WORKSHOP PHOTOGRAPHS

Detail ofprotective vented
plywood panels installed
over window openings of the
Janies Brown house. Photo
courtesy of Scott Smith.
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Detail of roll roofing
installed at west side of
house. The buckling of the
roll roofing, which could not
be avoided, is due to the
application of the material
over the underlying roof
deck, which though stabilized
remains uneven. Photo
courtesy of Scott Smith.

2 ' detail of roofing installed
at east side of house after
roof deck was stabilized.
Photo courtesy of Scott
Smith.
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Preservation Recommendations

The workshop at the James Brown House was run in a triage manner due to time
constraints and the limited number of volunteers. As a result of this, a number of
stabilization processes could not be completed by the end of the two- week period,
which will be outlined here for future reference.
First what was accomplished is that the entire roof deck of the house was repaired
after removing the existing two layers of asphalt shingles and those areas of roll
roofing that had come loose due to an inadequately prepared roof deck. New
plywood decking at the caves and the rakes of the roof were extended over the
existing facias and the edges of the plywood were flashed in an attempt to keep the
decking from rotting away as had occurred when the previous plywood deck had
simply been butted up to the facia and rake boards. New 20” wide metal pan flashing
was installed in the valleys of the roof, while the earlier metal flashing was retained
beneath the new deck for future architectural studies. The roof was then covered
with 15# roofing felt and 90# mineral covered roll roofing sealed at the edges with
asphalt tar and blind nailed at the top of each row. Prior to putting down the roofing
all plywood decking was resecured using 3” ring shank nails in the hope of preventing
the plywood from pulling up and tearing the roofing as had occurred in the past.
Where necessary, structural roofing members such as rafters were reinforced from
within the building. At the rear porch of the structure two original pole rafters had to
be removed due to their extremely deteriorated condition, and were replaced with
rafters cut from 2x4 materials. The adjacent rafters in this area of the roof were
reinforced with 2x4 rafters sistcrcd to the existing historic rafters. At the south side
of the house a wood cap was constructed and installed atop the chimney, which in
turn was attached to the roof of the building to provide a means of stabilizing the
upper free- standing portion of the chimney. Finally, vented plywood panels were
installed over all of the windows and the rear doorway of the building.
On the interior of the building a broken ceiling beam in the dining room of the house
was stabilized using a temporary support wall made of 2x6 materials that extended to
grade beneath the dining room floor. Debris removal from the rear rooms of the
house was also accomplished utilizing a plywood ramp which was constructed in the
center hall of the house to allow safe access to and from the rear rooms of the
building and to protect the building’s existing fabric during the debris removal
process. The plywood ramp was left in place at the end of the workshop in order to
allow for future access to the rear portion of the building, particularly for a planned
pesticide treatment.
What was not accomplished during the workshop and should be addressed as soon as
possible was the further stabilization of the masonry walls and foundations of the
building. A structural engineer knowledgeable in the stabilization of historic
structures with a high degree of preservation etiquette should be brought in to
provide recommendations for a permanent solution to the ongoing movement
problems associated with the building. While the elimination of water penetrating
into the structure through the roof should greatly reduce the deterioration processes,
the weight of the brick walls on the original porch foundations will continue to affect
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the foundations of the structure, in turn compromising the integrity of the brick
walls. However, until a preservation / interpretation plan for the building is decided
upon, it is not recommended that any intact building materials be removed, including
those sections of brick wall remaining upon the porch foundations. Instead, it is
strongly recommended that all areas of the brick walls of the structure that have
separated or have gaps in them should be repointed with a weak mortar mix
consisting of i- part whitg Portland cement, 2- parts lime and 8- to parts fine clean
sand. This will further reduce moisture and insect penetration into the structure and
will show where continued movement of the structure is occurring so that these areas
of the building’s envelope can be addressed as funding becomes available. Any
openings remaining in the structure should also be covered over at this time to reduce
the opportunities for animal or pest intrusions into the structure.
Stabilization of the homes rafter pairs using plywood gussets, tie beams, cabling or
sistcring of the original materials to new rafter pairs should also be investigated once
a secure floor deck is installed within the building. Access to the roof members from
the attic space of the house must be carried out with extreme caution as ceiling beams
have been compromised in a number of areas of the building. Therefore, it is
recommended that stabilization of the rafters only be carried out from secured
ladders, freestanding staging or after the ceiling beams have been reinforced as
needed.
Flooring in the building, which has collapsed should also be removed under the
direction of an architectural conservator or historical architect such that important
information relating to the construction history of the structure is not lost in the
process. The building should also be dried out as much as possible over the winter
utilizing dehumidifiers and a regulated heat source. No heat source should be left
running when the building is unoccupied to reduce the risk of fire. Once the building
has dried out sufficiently, the dehumidifiers and heaters should be removed from the
structure and the building allowed to reach equilibrium with the present climatic
conditions. Windows though covered over with the vented plywood panels should
be opened partway during the warmer summer months to allow for ventilation of :he
structure. If humidity within the structure becomes a concern, a couple of fans set up
within the building to enhance cross ventilation will greatly reduce such conditions.
It is strongly recommended that the electricity to the structure not be reconnected
until a new electrical panel meeting local code requirements can be installed in a safe
location within the building. Once reconnected it would be advisable to also invest in
an intrusion alert system connect directly to a centrally monitored location.
Lastly, while termite treatment of the structure will be carried out at the end of the
workshop, follow- up treatments may be necessary, and annual inspections for active
pest infestations should be carried out. For protection of archeological resources, no
trenching for treatment purposes should be allowed. Likewise, soil within the
footprint of the house should also be left undisturbed as important cultural and
architectural artifacts providing important historical insights into the earliest years of
the site may be inadvertently lost. Lastly, it is recommended that the drafting of a
Historic Structure Report compiling all known historical and architectural data
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related to the structure be undertaken to help guide future treatment options relating
to this important historic site.
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Composition of Costs

The NPS- HPP budget for the stabilization work described in this report was
managed under account number 7700- 7002- SZS. The following is a summary of
expenses for personnel services, travel, equipment, and materials and miscellaneous
expenses incurred by the project team during the course of rehabilitation work on
the Zenobia Fire Tower.
Personnel Services

$6,892.22

Travel Expenses

$3,060.78

Miscellaneous Costs

$1,956.56

Total

$11,909.56
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Ai the nations principal conservation agency. I he Department of the Interior has responsibility for most of our
nationally owned public lands and natural resources This includes fostering sound use of our land and water
resources, protecting our fish, wildlife, and biological diversity, preserving the environmental and cultural
values of our national parks and histoncal places; and providing for the enjoyment of hfe through outdoor
recreation The department assesses our energy and mineral resources and works to ensure that their
development rs in the best interests of all our people by encouraging stewardship and citizen participation in
their care The department also has a major responsibility for American Indian reservation communities and for
people who Irve in island territories under U S administration
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